
Procurement Requirements 

 

Transfer the following verbal description into a BPMN: 

 

a) The purchasing department has to determine the procurement requirements. For doing this, the 

procurement requirement determination method has to be decided on by the Procurement 

Manager using Enterprise Resource Planning-Systems (ERP). 

b) There are basically three methods for this determination: Program-oriented procurement 

requirements method, consumption-oriented procurement requirement method and estimates 

& heuristic method. 

c) The Procurement Manager can select the program-oriented procurement requirements method 

(depending on a user database), if one of the following events is occurring: high material value, 

product program planning is possible or the bill of material (BOM) is available. In this method the 

sales volume & the components of the respective product are to be defined (based on the 

available BOM and/or the production program) and also the requirements has to be derived 

from the production program (based on the business requirements & needs) by the Procurement 

specialist. 

d) The consumption-oriented procurement requirements method, on the other hand,  can be 

selected, if one of the following events is occurring: the product program planning is not 

possible, the bill of material (BOM) is not available or in case of low material value. In this 

method, the consumption values from the past are to be determined by the Procurement 

specialist and also the demand forecasts (based on a stochastic method) & the forecast values 

(based on a Requirements Performance Measurements) are to be defined. In defining the 

forecast values, errors in predicting future consumptions & future consumptions adequate 

mathematical modelling errors can appear in this stage as procurement risks. 

e) The estimates & heuristic method can be selected if both following events are occurring: 

Prerequisites for program-oriented & consumption-oriented methods are missing. In this 

method, the procurement specialist has to decide on an estimate method. There are basically 2 

methods in estimates which are, analogous estimate (based on analogous estimate and using 

consumption of related goods) & intuitively estimate (based on intuitively estimate and using 

Heuristics - Rules of thumb) methods. 

f) After selecting the possible method and doing all the following steps for it, the Procurement 

Assistant has to determine qualitative & quantitative aspects for the chosen method (using the 

BOM, Procurement requirements & business needs and requirements). 

g) For the qualitative aspect, the requirement range has to be determined (based on the product 

complexity). In determining this point again, materials (BOM) & the quality (Business 

requirements & needs) has to be defined at the same time. Concerning quality, either best 

quality, average quality or minimum quality can be determined in this step. 

h) For the quantitative aspect, the requirement amount & the consumption period has to be 

defined by the Procurement Assistant. 

i) In the next step, the requirement types, which are primary requirements, secondary 

requirements, tertiary requirements, gross requirements & net requirements (ordering 

requirement) are to be defined by the Procurement Assistant. 

j) To define the primary requirements, the market requirements & needs have to be defined. 

k) In defining the secondary requirements, the primary requirements/needs have to be derived and 

also the quantity of raw materials required per product (BOM) has to be defined. Both ratios has 

then to be multiplied, resulting in determining the secondary requirements. 



l) To determine the tertiary requirements, the same function in determining the primary 

requirements/needs has to be performed and also the quantity of operational materials required 

per product has to be further defined in this step. Multiplying both ratios again, results in 

determining the tertiary requirements. 

m) For the gross requirements, the additional requirements (for rejects) are to be defined. 

Calculating the sum of secondary, tertiary & additional requirements, results then in defining the 

gross requirements. 

n) For the net requirements (ordering requirement), the inventory stock & open orders has to be 

defined. Correcting the gross amount to the inventory stock & open orders, results then in 

determining the net requirements. 

o) After determining all requirement types, all options (results) are combined again to one point 

and finally the procurement requirements are successfully determined. 
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